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 A General Measure for Output-Variable
 Input Demand Elasticities
 Barry C. Field and P. Geoffrey Allen
 In recent years the development of new production
 function forms has given impetus to empirical work
 of measuring input demand and substitution elas-
 ticities in a variety of industries. The so-called
 "flexible" functional forms have given us a much
 richer set of tools to investigate these relationships,
 as compared to the familiar Cobb-Douglas and
 constant-elasticity-of-substitution functions. The
 majority of researchers have reported their results
 in terms of input parameters estimated under the
 assumption of fixed output. While this is appropri-
 ate for some questions, we argue in the next section
 that output-variable measures often will be more
 useful for the problem at hand. In the third section,
 we derive a general expression for the output vari-
 able price elasticity of input demand, of which the
 well-known expression of Allen is a special case.
 Last, we discuss this measure in the context of
 several specific functional forms.
 The Question of Output Variability
 Although a bewildering number and variety of input
 substitution and demand parameters have been put
 forth by researchers, perhaps the most widely used
 measure is the simple price elasticity of input de-
 mand:
 E alnX= Q,Pk for all k j,
 J anPj
 where Xi is the quantity demanded of the ith input,
 P, the price of the jth input, and Q refers to total
 output. To be consistent with demand theory, this
 is the elasticity whose sign should determine
 whether an input pair are substitutes or comple-
 ments. It also may be expressed in a slightly differ-
 ent form: Aij = Eij/SJ, where Sj is the share of thejth
 input in total cost. Aij is the Allen-Uzawa partial
 elasticity of "substitution," so called despite the
 fact that it is simply a normalized price elasticity of
 demand.
 The elasticity Ej, calculated under the assump-
 tion that output is held constant, can indicate the
 characteristics of particular production surfaces
 that influence policy direction, i.e., the matter of
 substitutability and complementarity among inputs.
 Combinations of Eij also can be used to construct
 higher-order elasticities of substitution to study the
 curvature properties of production surfaces.
 For matters of public policy, however, the as-
 sumption of constant output is often a disadvan-
 tage. There we are usually concerned with measur-
 ing the consequence of particular actions; for ex-
 ample, the effects of given subsidies on capital, of
 limits on land inputs, or of increases in energy
 prices. To be complete, we must take into account
 both input substitutions along given isoquants and
 the effects of output changes on input demand.
 What are needed in this case are measures of total
 elasticity:
 alnX,
 ij alnP Pkforall k j.
 In this case, quantities of all inputs as well as output
 are allowed to adjust to input price changes.
 The expression that results, equation (4) below,
 is similar to the Slutsky equation of consumer de-
 mand theory. Thus, the general measure is some-
 what analogous to the difference between ordinary
 and compensated demand curves in consumer be-
 havior. The Eij above are analogous to elasticities on
 the compensated demand curve; whereas, for pre-
 dicting real-world changes in consumption, we wish
 to know the elasticities of the ordinary demand
 curves. For most goods it will not make much dif-
 ference which measure is used because consumers
 normally will spread their incomes over a large
 number of goods. On the production side, however,
 this is not the case. Most production functions con-
 tain only three or four measured inputs. For many
 of these inputs, therefore, the difference between
 elasticities with and without an output effect could
 be considerable.
 One output-variable input demand elasticity al-
 ready is available. In the case of constant returns to
 scale (CRTS) in production but a downward sloping
 output demand function, changes in output are pro-
 duced when the cost function shifts, the extent of
 the output change being related to the price elastic-
 ity of output demand. This total input demand elas-
 ticity was provided by Allen (p. 508). Output ef-
 fects also can be produced, even with a constant
 output price, if the production function is non-
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 CRTS. In this case, shifts in a sloping cost (supply)
 curve over a horizontal demand curve produce
 changes in output. Of course output effects could
 result from both a downsloping output demand
 function and non-CRTS in production. In the next
 section we derive a general expression for the
 output-variable elasticity of substitution.
 A General Expression
 To derive a general expression for rij, i.e., one that
 permits both nonconstant returns and nonconstant
 output price, we make use of the following rela-
 tions: production function Q = f(X), dual minimum
 cost function C = C(P,Q), and demand function
 Q = 4(R), where X and P are n-tuples of input
 quantities and prices, respectively, Q is output, and
 R is output price. Market clearing requires that
 marginal cost equal output price, or
 (1) C,(P,Q) = 4-'(Q).
 We use subscripts to denote partial differentiation
 with respect to that variable. By differentiating (1)
 totally, setting dP = 0 for all but thejth factor price
 and rearranging, we get:
 aOQ cqjQ
 BPj (R - CqqQ1)'
 where - = alnQ/alnR, the price elasticity of de-
 mand for output.
 According to Shepard's lemma, dC/3Pi = Ci =
 Xi(P,Q), the cost-minimizing demand curve for
 input i. Differentiating this demand curve with re-
 spect to the jth factor price gives
 (3) axj Cij + Ci.-- aP, apj
 Using (2) and substituting appropriately gives'
 dlnX, = Sj(Aij + rnq) = Eij + Sj1jq7,
 alnP,
 Pk, k #* j,
 where Sj = PX,/C, the share of thejth input in total
 cost; Aj = CCij/CiCj, the Allen-Uzawa elasticity of
 "substitution" expressed in terms of the cost func-
 tion, and
 C,,Cj.qQ2
 CjC,(1 - R-'CqqQn)
 Suppose we have a downward sloping demand
 curve: 0 < Ir(l < O, and CRTS. In this case, margi-
 nal cost is constant, or Cqq = O, giving
 Cic 1
 since CRTS implies Ci = QCq, V i. This gives the
 expression derived by Allen (p. 508):
 (4) qjm = Sj(Aij + i).
 There are two cases where the expression gives
 constant-output elasticities, either CRTS (C,q - *o)
 or a perfectly vertical demand curve (-r = 0).
 The case that has not been considered before is
 that characterized by rj -q - o and C,q > 0, where
 the output effect is produced by the shifting of a
 sloping supply curve over a horizontal demand
 curve. In this case,
 lim (t) = - Aij CiqCjq _s a CijCqq
 giving
 (5) 7ij = SAiJ 1 - CiqCjq
 Special Cases
 It is o  inte est to consider the case of an output-
 price-constant, quantity-variable elasticity, equa-
 tion (5), in the case of specific production function
 forms. Several recent studies (Sidhu and Baanante;
 Yotopoulos, Lau and Lin) have used a non-CRTS
 Cobb-Douglas function: InQ = lIalnX1, with, of
 course, Aj = 1, and la~ = /t < 1.2 In this case,
 making appropriate substitutions into (5), and rec-
 ognizing that aj = Sj/Et,
 = _- a,
 71 1 -
 a result that was derived originally by Lau and
 Yotopoulos. Note that, as long as decreasing re-
 turns to scale pertain (i.e., t < 1), all inputs will be
 judged "complements" ( r < 0) despite the fact
 that Ao = 1 V i, j. This is another man fes ation of the Cobb-Douglas inflexibility.
 In the case of a multiple-input CES function,
 Q = (iaiXi-)-7,
 with a cost function of
 1 1 / 1+0
 S(/3Pi+)
 we have
 j = Sjo- i - 1),
 'This step makes use of the zero-profit condition, C = RQ, and
 of the symmetry conditions, Co, = C, and C., = C,,.
 2 The non-CRTS functions in these studies involved subsets of
 inputs from overall functions that are CRTS. Suppose, on the
 other hand, we have an overall function that is non-CRTS but has
 a subset of inputs that are CRTS (when all inputs not in the subset
 are held constant). Then the elasticities of equation (4) apply only
 to this subset of inputs and are constructed from shares, Sj, Allen
 partial elasticities, Aij, and "output" elasticities that refer to this
 subset of inputs. Of course, to analyze an overall production
 function in which some inputs are fixed and some variable would
 require a different analysis than that presented above.
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 where o + Finally, suppose we have a
 translog cost function:
 InC = Ina0 + iailnPi + aqlnQ
 + 1/2Ye1jyjInP InPj, +
 lyiqlnQlnPi + 1/2yqq (lnQ)2,
 i,j = 1 ... n.
 In this case,
 j = S,j Ai (y + SSq)(yjq + SjS) ] (Yij + S Sj)(yqq + S,2) '
 where
 Si = ai + -kYikln Pk + iq In Q, and
 Sq = aq + kYkq In Pk + P qq In Q.
 If factors i andj are substitutes, then (yij + SZSj)
 > 0. Furthermore, positive marginal cost, monoton-
 icity, and decreasing returns to scale imply that Sq >
 0, Sg, Sj > 0, and yqq > 0, respectively. Homothetic-
 ity requires that yiq = 0 V i. In this case, the output
 variable elasticity will be less than the output con-
 stant elasticity (i.e., qij < SjAij). It need not be
 always negative, however, as is the case with the
 CD function. If the function is sufficiently
 nonhomothetic, the "output" effect could lead to
 77i > S.-Aj. If total output decreases as the supplyfunction shifts up ( ssuming decreasing returns to
 scale), nonhomotheticity of the right type and mag-
 nitude (say y,, strongly negative while yj, close to zero) could give larger output-variable elasticities
 than output-constant elasticities. In this case the
 "warping" of the isoquants is strong enough to
 offset the impact of the change in output.
 [Received December 1979; revision accepted
 January 1981.]
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